Ohlone Humane Society (OHS) was honored to be the featured charity of PAWCon, Pacific Anthropomorphics Weekend’s yearly convention, held in November!

OHS volunteers had a great time meeting fabulously attired attendees, watching cool events like the Fursuit Runway and hosting a panel about OHS Wildlife Rehabilitation Center and Tri-City Animal Advocates.

As part of their charter to help others caring for wildlife, PAWcon and its attendees donated over

The Read-to-a-Dog program is back for 2019! Please join our therapy dog teams at Fremont Main Library — the 4th Tuesday of each month (except Nov and Dec), from 6:30 to 7:30pm.

Free tickets for the four 15-minute reading (and dog hugging) sessions are available at the Children’s Desk starting at 6:30pm.

It is a chance to practice reading and pet some trained assisted therapy dogs at the same time.
Chico. These donations will aid their efforts helping animals affected by the devastating Camp Fire.

Thank you once again to PAWcon and all the new furriends we made. We are grateful for your generosity!

Another Way to Give!

If you are 70 ½ or older, Qualified Charitable Distributions (QCDs) enable you to give up to $100,000 annually from your IRA to charity without counting the distribution as taxable income, allowing you to reduce your AGI (Adjusted Gross Income).

QCDs can be used to satisfy all or part of your Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) each year. This makes them useful for seniors who are still working, have a large pension or find themselves in a higher tax bracket.

Read more